
KIANGOI AA
2017 RESERVE LOT OFFERING

COUNTRY

REGION

COOPERATIVE

WASHING STATION

VARIETIES

ELEVATION

PROCESSING

HARVEST SEASON

KENYA

KIRINYAGA

RUNGET’O

KIANGOI

SL28 AND SL34

1,650 MASL

WASHED

DECEMBER-FEBRUARY

In Kenyan, washing stations are called factories. Factories are overseen by cooperative societies that will govern 
a number of factories. In the case of this lot, which is an AA screen size from the Kiangoi factory in Kirinyaga, the 
other two factories that are overseen by its Farmer Cooperative Society are Kii and Karimikui. Though Kii and 
Karimikui are arguably more famous factories, our green buying team is regularly impressed by the incredible 
coffee Kiangoi produces. It has been two years since Passenger has had a lot from Kiangoi on an offering menu 
and our green buying team could not be more pleased to present this lot which was one of the best cupped by 
the team in Nairobi this past winter.

While the green buying team frequently seeks Kenyan coffees with the famo
us blackcurrant quality, or the coveted blackberry note, this coffee from Kiangoi is more tropical, brighter and 
more expressive of raspberry than it is blackberry.

Kiangoi is located in Kirinyaga, near the border with Embu County. 3,000 smallholder farmers deliver their cherry 
to Kiangoi where it is then pulped, fermented for roughly 24 hours, washed, fermented again, washed again and 
then soaked under water for roughly 18 hours. From the soaking tank it goes to skin drying beds where the bulk 
of the moisture is immediately removed. After this step it is taken to drying beds where the coffee will be hand 
sorted as it dries for roughly 10 days. The coffee is covered during peak sun exposure, in order to keep the 
parchment intact. It is also covered during rain and again at night. The result is some of the cleanest coffee you 
will ever see or taste.

Super vibrant, this lot from Kirinyaga presents bright tropical fruit and raspberry flavors 
and mouthwatering lime-like acidity. High sweetness and acidity, this coffee is balanced 
and incredibly clean. 

IN THE CUP

Located in Kirinyaga, near the Embu County border, Kiangoi is a factory that processes 
coffee for roughly 3,000 smallholder farmers. Making a comeback on the Passenger 
offerings menu after a two-year long hiatus, our green buying team was thrilled to come 
across this lot while cupping in Nairobi this past winter.

THE TAKEAWAY
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